Introduction
In classical measure theory [l] , if to investigate the issue systematically. We identify 9 generalized types of absolute continuity which possess desirable properties, such as reflexivity and transitivity. We also study the relationship between these distinct types of absolute continuity and determine which of them are possessed by the fuzzy measure (or, the lower semicontinuous fuzzy measure) defined by the fiuzy integral. Our terminology and notation is adopted firom the texts by Halmos [l] and Wang and Klir [13] .
Absolute continuity
Since fuzzy measures do not possess, in general, the property of additivity of classical measures, the concept of absolute continuity of classical measures can be generalized for fuzzy measures in multiple ways. In our study of these various generalizations, let (X, 9) A, c A for n = 1,2 ,..., and AA") -j AA) < -. 
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been used in classical measure theory as the definition of absolute continuity, where they coincide when v is finite. Form (9) has been employed for an extension theorem of fizzy measures [lo] . w, N) forms a poset.
The relation among various types of absolute continuity
The relationship among Type I through Type IX of absolute continuity, which follows directly from Definition 1, is depicted in The relationship among the structural characteristics of fuzzy measures (or semicontinuous tizzy measures) introduced in Definition 2 and some other structural characteristics, such as subadditivity, h-rule, quasi-additivity, and additivity, is discussed in detail in [13] .
of converse-null-additivity, converseautocontinuity, and uniform converseautocontinuity [9].
It is also useful to consider the properties or p(B -A,) + 0) whenever {An} c 9, B c A, (or A, c B, respectively) for n = 1,2, ..., and p(A,) + p(B) < -; p is called converseautocontinuous iff it is both converseautocontinuous from above and converseautocontinuous from below; p is called uniformly converse-autocontinuous iff for any E > 0, there exists 6 > 0, such that p(B -A ) < E whenever A , B E g , A c B, and ,U@) -
It is easy to see that the uniform converseautocontinuity implies the converseautocontinuity, and both converseautocontinuity from above and converseautocontinuity from below imply the conversenull-additivity. Furthermore, if ,U is superadditive, or finite and quasi-additive, then p is uniformly converse-autocontinuous. Proofs of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 are given in [13] . Observe that to obtain a similar equivalence in classical measure theory, a condition that both p and v are additive and v is finite is needed. This condition is much stronger than the condition given in Corollary 1. Theorem S. v ((I p 3 v all p if p is conversenull-additive and v is null-additive.
Theorem 7. All types of absolute continuity of v with respect to p given in Definition 1 are equivalent if (X, 9) is S-compact, both p and v are finite, p is converse-null-additive, and v is null-additive.
Fuzzy measures defined by fuzzy integral
Let (X, P?) be a measurable space, p be a fuzzy measure on .5F, and f be a nonnegative measurable function on (X, 9). The set function v on defined by is a lower semicontinuous fuzzy measure and, furthermore, if p is finite, then v is a filzzy measure [6, 131. In the following, we discuss the absolute continuity of v with respect to p. v(B) = fBf dp = 1, V(A) = fA f dp = 0.
To obtain more affirmative results, we need some additional conditions. 
